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Abstract
Computer perception of biological motion is key to de-
veloping convenient and powerful human-computer inter-
faces. Successful body tracking algorithms have been de-
veloped; however, initialization is done by hand. We pro-
pose a method for detecting a moving human body and for
labeling its parts automatically. It is based on maximizing
the joint probability density function (PDF) of the position
and velocity of the body parts. The PDF is estimated from
training data. Dynamic programming is used for calculat-
ing efficiently the best global labeling on an approximation
of the PDF. The computational cost is on the order of N4
where N is the number of features detected.
We explore the performance of our method with exper-
iments carried on a variety of periodic and non-periodic
body motions viewed monocularly for a total of approxi-
mately 30,000 frames. Point-markers were strapped to the
joints of the subject for facilitating image analysis. We find
an average of 2.3% labeling error; the experiments also
suggest a high degree of viewpoint-invariance.
1. Introduction
Being able to extract the position and motion of humans
(‘biological motion’ in the literature of human vision) from
images is very useful for human social interactions and is
a most important technology for developing convenient and
effective human-computer interfaces. Our visual system has
developed a very strong ability in perceiving biological mo-
tion, even from monocular low resolution noisy data, e.g.
NTSC television.
A striking demonstration of the capabilities of the human
visual system is provided by the experiments of Johans-
son [8]. In his experiments, Johansson demonstrated that
biological motion may be accurately perceived even from
very poor data. We postulate that this is true because the
degrees of freedom of the problem are highly constrained,
both by the kinematics and dynamics of the body, and, more
importantly, by the fact that humans move in stereotypical
and predictable ways. It is our belief that defining and es-
timating perceptual models of human motion is the key to
automating biological motion perception.
Much progress has been made recently in tracking the
human body [12, 11, 6, 2, 7, 4] under a number of con-
ditions: static background, periodic motion, stereo-scopic
vision, hand-initialization. In all these schemes the body
is segmented into parts which are independently tracked –
the final estimate is obtained by enforcing the body’s kine-
matic constraints and simple statistical models of motion
(e.g. first order random walks). No use is made of dynamic
and/or perceptual models of body motion. We believe that
in order to achieve self-initializing trackers that will work
against unmodelled backgrounds in the presence of general
motions of the human body, models of how the body ‘tends
to move’ have to be used.
In this paper we address the problem of defining and es-
timating a perceptual model of biological motion and use
it for detecting the human body and labeling it in monocu-
lar image sequences. By ‘labeling’ we mean assigning to
each region in the image a label that corresponds to the
body part (shoulder, elbow etc) that is imaged in that re-
gion. We choose not to address the issue of detecting and
classifying pictorial features that are associated to the body
parts – for the time being this has been sufficiently explored
by [1, 9, 5, 10]. Therefore our experimental setup is iden-
tical to Johansson’s experiments: we suppose that a num-
ber of markers are attached to the body of an actor. At ev-
ery frame we need to attach labels to a subset of the fea-
tures (some may be caused by noise; some may have been
missed). We approach the problem as a learning problem:
we observe the subject moving about in order to estimate a
model of his/her stereotypical motions. This model, which
we formulate as the joint probability density function (PDF)
of the position and motion of the body, is used to select the
best labeling.
2. Approach and Notation
We choose to characterize body pose and motion by the
joint probability density of the position and velocity of its
parts. Our goal is to interpret monocular image sequences,
hence we use part position and velocity in the image plane
(Figure 1). In our Johansson scenario each part appears as a
single dot (marker) in the image plane. Therefore its iden-
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Figure 1: The labeling problem: Given the position and velocity of body
parts in the image plane (a), we use a probabilistic model to assign the
correct labels to the body parts (b). ’L’ and ’R’ in label names indicate left
and right. H:head, N:neck, S:shoulder, E:elbow, W:wrist, H:hip, K:knee,
A:ankle and F:foot.
tity is not revealed by cues other than its relative position
and velocity.
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representing body parts such as head, neck, left elbow, etc.
Since candidate markers can be wrongly detected, and some
body parts may be missing due to occlusion, m is not always
equal to N . If we assume that there are no missing points,
then N  m. Therefore, the labeling problem is to find the
mapping f : L  ! V such that f(L
i
) 6= f(L
j
) for i 6= j
and the Probfbody part L
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is in marker f(L
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Three problems face us at this point: (a) What is the
structure for the probability/likelihood function to be max-
imized? (b) How do we estimate its parameters? (c) How
do we address the combinatorial search problem of find-
ing the optimal labeling? Problems (a) and (c) need to be
addressed together: the structure of the probability density
function must be such that it allows efficient optimization.
A brute force solution to the optimization problem is to
search exhaustively among all (m)
N
def
= m  (m   1) 
    (m  N + 1) possible f ’s and find the best one. The
search cost is exponential with respect to N . Assume N =
m = 16 (this is the case without missing points and wrong
detections), then the number of possible mappings is 2 
10
13 which is computationally prohibitive.
It is useful to notice that the body is a kinematic chain:
the wrist is connected to the body indirectly via the elbow
and the shoulder. It is a reasonable approximation to assume
that the position and the motion of the wrist are, therefore,
independent of the position and velocity of the rest of the
body once the position and velocity of elbow and shoulder
are known. This intuition may be generalized to the whole
body: once the position and velocity of a set S of body parts
is known, the behavior of the body parts above and below
(left and right) of S is independent. This approximation of
course needs to be validated experimentally.
Our intuition on how to decompose the problem may
be expressed in the language of probability: consider
the joint probability function of 5 random variables
P (ABCDE). It may be expressed as P (ABCDE) =
P (ABC)P (DjABC)P (EjABCD). If these random vari-
ables are conditionally independent as described in the
graph of Figure 3, then
P (ABCDE) = P (ABC)P (DjBC)P (EjCD) (1)
Thus, if the body parts can satisfy the appropriate con-
ditional independence conditions, we can express the joint
probability density of the pose and velocity of all parts as
the product of conditional probability densities of n-tuplets.
This approximation makes the optimization step computa-
tionally efficient as will be discussed below.
What is the best decomposition for the human body?
What is a reasonable size n of the groups of body parts?
We hope to make n as small as possible to minimize the
cost of the optimization. But as n gets smaller, conditional
independence may not be a reasonable approximation any
longer. There is a tradeoff between computational cost and
algorithm performance. In this paper we use models with
n = 3 as described in Figure 2. Optimization on trian-
gulated graphs such as these may be efficiently performed
using Dynamic Programming [13].
Estimation of the conditional probability densities from
training data and the dynamic programming algorithm are
described in the next section.
3. Algorithms
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The first three dimensions of X are the x-direction (hori-
zontal) velocity of body parts (L
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) , the next three
are the velocity in the y-direction (vertical), and the last four
dimensions are the positions of body parts L
i
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k
rela-
tive to L
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. If the data are normalized for scale, it would
be reasonable and convenient to assume that X is jointly
Gaussian-distributed. Then
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where X is the mean value of X ;  is the covariance ma-
trix of X ; d is the dimensionality of X (d = 10 here);
Y = 
T
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X);  is the unitary eigenvector matrix of
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) is the corresponding di-
agonal matrix of eigenvalues [3].  and  can be obtained
from singular value decomposition (SVD) of the training
set. After the joint probability is computed, the conditional
one can be obtained accordingly:
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Suppose there are m markers available for a frame, then
for each triangle in Figure 2, we can compute the (condi-
tional) probabilities of all possible (m)
3
combinations of
markers and rank them. The bigger the probability is, the
more likely they are the right markers for the triangle.
If out of all the possible combinations the one with the
correct markers always produces the highest probability, the
labeling problem can be solved easily by picking the highest
ranked combination for each triangle individually. In prac-
tice, since the data are noisy and we only have available an
approximation of the true probability density functions, this
will not work. In fact, since all triangles share at least one
edge (and thus two vertices) with at least one other trian-
gle, picking the top combination for each triangle individ-
ually won’t even produce a consistent set of labels. What
is needed is an algorithm that will search through all the
legal labelings and find the one that maximizes the global
joint probability. By the decomposition in equation (1), we
know that dynamic programming can be used to solve this
problem efficiently. The key condition for using dynamic
programming is that the problem exhibits optimal substruc-
ture, namely, if equation (1) holds, then
max
A;B;C;D;E
P (ABCDE) = max
A;B;C
(P (ABC)
max
D
(P (DjBC) max
E
P (EjCD)))
If we take the probability as the cost function, a dynamic
programming method similar to that described in [13] can
be used, which requires the triangulated body graph to be
decomposable. If all the cliques in a graph are of size three,
then the decomposable property means that there always
exists a free vertex to delete and the remaining subgraph
is again a collection of triangles until only one triangle is
left. A vertex is free when it is only contained in one tri-
angle. Figure 2 shows two decomposable graphs of the
whole body, along with the order of successive elimination
of cliques.
If the decomposed body graph is decomposable and the
corresponding conditional independence holds, then,
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be the cost function associate with each triangle.The dy-
namic programming algorithm can be described as follows:
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Figure 2: Two decompositions of the human body into triangles. The
label names are the same as in Figure 1. The numbers inside triangles give
the index of triangles used in the experiments. In (a) they are also the order
in which the vertices are deleted. In (b) the numbers in brackets show the
order.
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Figure 3: An example of dynamic programming algorithm applied to
a simple graph
The best labeling can now be found tracing back through
each stage: the best (a
T
; b
T
) determines l
T
, then the latest
previous stages with edge respectively (l
T
; a
T
), (l

T
; b
T
),
and/or (a
T
; b
T
) determine more labels and so forth.
A simple example of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
The above algorithm is computationally efficient. As-
sumeN is the number of body part labels and m is the num-
ber of candidate markers, then the total number of stages
is T = N   2 and in each stage the computation cost is
O(m
3
). Thus, the complexity of the whole algorithm is on
the order of N m3.
4. Experiments
We trained our model and tested the performance of the
algorithm on data obtained filming a subject moving freely
in 3D; 16 light bulbs were strapped to the main joints of
the subject’s body. In order to obtain ground-truth the data
were first acquired, reconstructed and labeled in 3D using
a 4-camera motion capture system operating at a rate of
60 samples/sec. Since our goal is to detect and label the
body directly in the camera image plane, a generic cam-
era view was simulated by orthographic projection of the
3D marker coordinates. In the following sections we will
indicate with viewing angle the azimuth viewing angle: a
value of 0 degrees will correspond to a right-side view, a
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Figure 4: Sample frames for the (a) walking sequence W3; (b) happy
walking sequence HW; (c) dancing sequence DA. The nubmers on the hor-
izontal axes are the frame numbers.
value of 90 to a frontal view of the subject. Five sequences
were acquired each around 2 minutes long. In the next sec-
tions they will be referred as follows: Sequences W1 (7000
frames), W2 (7000 frames): relaxed walking forward and
backwards along almost straight paths (with20 degree de-
viations in heading); W3 (5305 frames): relaxed walking,
with the subject turning around now and then (Figure 4(a));
Sequence HW (5210 frames): walking in a happy mood,
moving the head, arms, hips more actively (Figure 4(b));
Sequence DA (3497 frames): dancing and jumping (Figure
4(c)), with the subject moving his legs and arms freely and
much faster than in the previous four sequences. Given that
the data were acquired from the same subject and that or-
thographic projection was used to simulate a camera view,
our data were already normalized in scale. The velocity of
each candidate marker was obtained by substracting the po-
sitions in two consecutive frames.
Among the above five sequences, walking sequences W1
and W2 are the relatively simple ones, so W1 and W2 were
first used to test the validity of the probability model and the
performance of two possible body decompositions (Figure
2). Since the heading direction of W1 and W2 was roughly
along a line, performance under changing viewing angles
was also investigated. Then experiments were conducted
using W3, HW and DA to see how the model worked for
more violent and non-periodic motions.
4.1. Detection of individual triangles
In this section, the performance of the probabilistic
model for individual triangles is examined. In the training
phase, the joint Gaussian parameters (mean and covariance)
for each triangle in Figure 2 were estimated from walking
sequence W1. In the test phase, for each frame in W2, each
triangle probability was evaluated for all possible combi-
nations of markers (16  15  14 different combinations).
Ideally, the correct combination of markers should produce
the highest probability for each respective triangle. Other-
wise, an error occured. Figure 5(a) shows how well each
triangle’s joint probability model detects the correct set of
markers. Figure 5(b) shows a similar result for the con-
ditional probability densities of triangles, where for each
triangle conditional probability density p(L
i
jL
j
; L
k
), we
computed the probability of L
i
for all the possible mark-
ers (14 choices), given the correct choice of markers forL
j
and L
k
. Figure 5 shows that the Gaussian model is very
good for most triangles (in the joint case, if a triangle is
chosen randomly, then the chance of getting the correct one
is 3 10 4 and the probability models do much better than
that).
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Figure 5: Local model error rates (percentage of frames for which the
correct choice of markers did not maximize each individual triangle prob-
ability). Triangle indices are those of the two graph models of Figure 2.
’+’: results for decomposition Figure 2(a); ’o’: results for decomposition
Figure 2(b). (a) joint probability model (b) conditional probability model
It is not surprising that the performance of some triplets
is much worse than others. The worst triangles in Figure
5(a) are those with left and right knees, which makes sense
because the two knees are so close in some frames that it
is even hard for human eyes to distinguish between them.
Therefore, it is also hard for the probability model to make
the correct choice.
Further investigation of the behavior of the triangle prob-
abilities revealed that, for frames in which the correct choice
of markers did not maximize a triangle probability, that
probability was nevertheless quite close to the maximal
value. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the probabilities of the
correct choice over the maximizing choice for the two worst
behaving triangles, over the set of frames where the errors
occured. Figure6(a) shows the ratio of the joint probabil-
ity distribution for triangle 10 ( consisting of right hip, left
knee, and right knee, as in figure 2(a)). Figure 6(b) shows
the ratio of the conditional probability distribution for trian-
gle 17 ( head, neck, and left shoulder). Although these two
triangles had the highest error rates, the correct marker com-
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Figure 6: probability ratio (correct markers vs. the solution with the
highest probability when an error happens.) The horizontal axis is the
index of frames where error happens. (a) joint probability ratio for triangle
10 or 25 (RH, LK, RK) (b) conditional probability ratio for triangle 17 (H,
N, LS)
bination was always very close to being the highest ranking,
always less than a factor of 1.006 away. This is a good indi-
cation that the individual triangle probability models encode
the distribution quite well.
4.2. Performance of different body graphs
We did experiments on the two decompositions in Fig-
ure 2. The training sequence W1 and the test sequence W2
were under the same viewing angle: 45 degrees, which is
between the side view and the front view. Table 1 shows
the results. The frame-by-frame error is the percentage of
frames in which errors occurred, and label-by-label error
is the percentage of markers wrongly labeled out of all the
markers in all the testing frames. Label-by-label error is
smaller than frame-by-frame error because an error in a
frame does not mean all the markers are wrongly labeled.
decomposition model (a) (b)
frame-by-frame error 0.27% 13.13%
label-by-label error 0.06% 1.61%
Table 1: Error rate using the models in Figure 2
The performance of the algorithm using the decompo-
sition of Figure 2(a) is almost perfect and much better than
that of (b), which is consistent with our expectation (by Fig-
ure 5, the local performance of decomposition Figure 2(a)
is better than that of Figure 2(b)). We used the better model
in the rest of the experiments.
4.3. Viewpoint invariance
In the previous sections the viewing angle for training
and for testing was the same. Here we explore the behavior
of the method when the testing viewing angle is different
from that used during training. Figure 7 shows the results
of three such experiments where walking sequence W1 was
used as the training set and W2 as the test set .
The solid line in Figure 7(a) shows the percentage of
frames labeled correctly when the training was done at a
viewing angle of 90 degrees (subject facing the camera) and
the testing viewing angle was varied from 0 degrees (right
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Figure 7: Labeling performance as a function of viewing angle. (a)
Solid line : percentage of correctly labeled frames as a function of viewing
angle, when the training was done at 90 degrees (frontal view). Dashed
line: training was done by combining data from views at 30, 90, and 150
degrees. (b) Labeling performance when the training was done at 0 degrees
(right side view of walker). The dip in performance near 0 degrees is due
to the fact that from a side view orthographic projection without inter-body
occlusions it is almost impossible to distinguish left and right.
side view) to 180 degrees (left side view) in increments of
10 degrees. When the viewing angle was between 60 to
120 degrees almost all frames were labeled correctly, thus
showing that the probabilistic model learned at 90 degrees
is insensitive to changes in viewpoint by up to 30 degrees.
The solid line in Figure 7(b) shows the results of a similar
experiment where the training viewpoint was at 0 degrees
(right side view) and the testing angle was varied from -90
degrees (back view) to 90 degrees (front view) in 10 de-
gree increments. A noticeable dip in the performance cen-
tered around 0 degrees is visible in the plot. Inspection of
the errors which occurred at these viewing angles revealed
that they consisted solely of confusions between homolo-
gous left-right leg parts ; i.e., the two hips were sometimes
confused, as were the knees, the ankles, and the feet. Con-
sidering that an orthographic projection of the 3-D data was
used to create the 2-D views, this result is not surprising;
given an orthographic side view of a person walking (with
no intra-body occlusions) a person viewing the motion is
unable to distinguish the left and right sides of the body.
Thus, modulo this left-right ambiguity, the model learned at
0 degrees viewing angle is insensitive to changes in view-
point of up to 40 degrees.
The dashed line in Figure 7(a) shows the results of an
experiment to try to increase the invariance of the proba-
bilistic model with respect to changes in viewpoint. The
same 3-D training sequence was used to generate three 2-D
data sequences with viewing angles at 30, 90, and 150 de-
grees. The three 2-D sequences were combined, and used
all together to learn the probability density functions of the
graph triangles. As shown in the plot, this procedure does
in fact improve the labeling accuracy. At 0 degrees, the
only errors were the above mentioned left-right ambiguity
within the legs. Between 10 and 60 degrees, besides left-
right errors, also the feet and ankles were confused. From
120 to 180 degrees, the errors once again consisted solely
of swapped left and right body parts.
4.4. Performance with different motions
The previous sections show that for simple motions very
good results can be achieved using the probabilistic model.
Here we want to investigate how the method works for more
general sets of motions. We did experiments on walk se-
quence W3, happy walking sequence HW and dancing se-
quence DA. Each sequence was divided into four segments
for a total of twelve segments. To test a segment, frames
from all the other eleven segments were used as the training
set. The error rates for different sequences are obtained by
averaging the results of the corresponding segments.
test set ALL W3 HW DA
frame error 6.81% 3.02% 4.49% 15.95%
label error 0.69% 0.38% 0.50% 1.45%
Table 2: Error rates for different sequences. Frame error means
frame-by-frame error and label error means label-by-label error. ALL:
average over all three sequences; W3:walking sequence; HW: walking in
happy mood; DA: dancing sequence
Table 2 shows the error rates for different sequences. The
first column is the average result for all the three sequences,
and the next three columns show the error rates for walking
sequence W3, happy walking sequence HW and dancing se-
quence DA respectively. The results for walking sequence
W3 and happy walking sequence HW are very good, with
frame-by-frame error less than 5% and label-by-label error
no more than 0:5%. It is not surprising that the error rates of
dancing sequence are higher than the walking sequences be-
cause the motions in the dancing sequence are more random
and agitated and therefore it is harder to model. Another
possible reason is that the dancing sequence is shorter than
the other sequences, so the motion of dancing has relatively
less weight in the training set.
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Figure 8: Error rates for individual body parts. ’L’ and ’R’ in la-
bel names indicate left and right. H:head, N:neck, S:shoulder, E:elbow,
W:wrist, H:hip, K:knee,A:ankle and F:foot.
Figure 8 shows the error rates of each individual body
part for each of the sequences. Notice that most errors occur
at the left and right wrist (LW and RW) in the dancing se-
quence. This is because in the dancing sequence wrists are
very close to hips in some frames, and the program wrongly
took hips as wrists. The reason why the program wouldn’t
take wrists as hips is that hips have better motion constraints
than wrists. In our decomposed body graph Figure 2(a),
both left and right hip (LH and RH) appear in five triangles,
but the wrists (LW and RW) are only in one triangle each.
5. Dealing with missing body parts
The labeling method discussed so far assumed that all
body parts were detected. However, when dealing with real
images, this is not always true. As a first step towards be-
ing able to handle missing data, we extended our algorithm
to the case where individual triplets may have up to one
marker missing. This is done by adding a new special point
v
0
(that represents a missing marker) to the set of candidate
markers. The definition of joint and conditional probability
density for the triplets is extended to include the case where
one of the body parts is the missing marker v
0
.
Consider the generic triplet (L
1
; L
2
; L
3
). Let q
m
denote
L
m
missing, and q
m
denote L
m
present for m = 1; 2; 3.
If none of the body parts is missing, then for i 6= 0, j 6= 0
and k 6= 0,
p(L
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i
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where p(L
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jq
1
; q
2
; q
3
) is the 10-
dimensional probability density function we used in previ-
ous sections and p(q
1
; q
2
; q
3
) is the prior probability of all
the three body parts present, which can be learned through
the training set.
If body part L
1
is missing, then for i 6= 0 and j 6= 0,
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The second equality can hold because L
1
is missing and
therefore it is reasonable to assume that L
1
and other body
parts are independent. In the above equation the prior prob-
ability p( q
1
; q
2
; q
3
) and p(L
2
= v
i
; L
3
= v
j
jq
2
; q
3
) can be
obtained from the training set. And p(L
1
= v
0
j q
1
) can be
estimated as a uniform density covering an ellipsoid in the
4-dimensional sub-space which describes the position and
velocity ofL
1
in the original 10-dimensional pdf space. The
size of the ellipsoid is chosen to be such that, if the body part
were present, it would be inside the ellipsoid some high per-
centage (say 99%) of the time. Therefore, the uniform den-
sity can be computed by scaling with an appropriate con-
stant the inverse of the square root of the determinant of the
corresponding 4-dimensional sub-matrix of the covariance
matrix of the original distribution.
By the same idea, p(L
1
= v
i
; L
2
= v
0
; L
3
=
v
j
; q
1
; q
2
; q
3
) or p(L
1
= v
i
; L
2
= v
j
; L
3
= v
0
; q
1
; q
2
; q
3
)
can be estimated. Similarly, the lower dimensional case can
also be handled.
Two experiments were performed to test the extended al-
gorithm. In the first experiment, the exact same data as in
section 4.4 were used, so the results with the extended al-
gorithm could be directly compared to the previous ones.
Table 3 shows the resulting error rates. The possibility
that markers may be missing increases the error rate only
slightly for the walking sequences, but dramatically for the
dance sequence. The reason is that for the difficult cases
such as some frames in the dancing sequence, even if the
ground truth has the highest probability, the probability it-
self may not be high. So when the missing points are
allowed, the configuration with missing points get higher
probability than the ground truth.
test set ALL W3 HW DA
frame error 15.75% 3.8% 8.89% 43.84%
label error 2.25% 0.48% 0.83% 7.04%
Table 3: Error rates for different sequences (using the algorithm that
allows for missing markers). Frame error means frame-by-frame error
and label error means label-by-label error. ALL: all the three sequences;
W3:walking sequence; HW: happy walking sequence; DA: dancing se-
quence
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Figure 9: Comparison of the extended algorithm (new: allowing miss-
ing points) with the original (old: without considering missing points).
The exact same sequences were used with the two algorithms (all markers
present in all frames). The error rates of the new algorithm can be de-
composed into false accept (missing marker chosen instead of correct real
marker) and wrong label (the wrong real marker is chosen). Horizontal
axis labels denote individual body parts. (a) ALL: average performance
of all the three sequences (b) walking sequence W3 (c) happy walking
sequence HW (d) dancing sequence DA
Figure 9 sheds more light on this result by decompos-
ing the error rates into different categories on a label-by-
label basis. Note that with the inclusion of missing mark-
ers, there are three types of errors that can occur – false
accept: the missing marker is chosen but the real point is
there; false reject: some marker is chosen but actually it’s
missing (can’t occur in this experiment since all markers
were always present); wrong label: an incorrect point is
chosen instead of the ground truth. Notice that for the danc-
ing sequence the majority of errors occur in the labeling
of the wrists, with the most common type of error being
that the wrists are deemed missing when in fact they are
test set ALL W3 HW DA
frame error 16.32% 5.87% 9.63% 42.01%
label error 2.28% 0.7% 0.97% 6.61%
Table 4: overall error rates for different sequences (using the algo-
rithm allowing missing point, and all the sequences with at most one
missing point). Frame error means frame-by-frame error and label error
means label-by-label error. ALL: all the three sequences; W3:walking
sequence; HW: happy walking sequence; DA: dancing sequence
present. This error may arise as the combination of three ef-
fects. First, only one triangle in the graph models contains
the wrists, whereas most other body parts are represented
in multiple triangles. Second, in the dancing sequence the
arms moved quite randomly in relation to the rest of the
body (even with respect to the elbows), so that the estimate
of the wrists’ probability density is not as ’tight’ as the one
corresponding to other body parts. Finally, the dancing se-
quence was shorter than the other two sequences, so that it
accounted for only approximately one-seventh of the train-
ing data.
The second experiment tested the performance of the al-
gorithm when some body part was missing in the data. The
program run 16 times on all the sequences, each time a dif-
ferent body part was removed. Table 4 shows the result-
ing average error rates including the case of all the markers
present and the case of one marker removed. The results are
not much different from the test case when no markers were
removed.
6. Summary and Conclusion
We have built a perceptual model for solving the label-
ing problem based on finding the set of labels which maxi-
mizes the joint probability density function defined over the
entire body. By decomposing the body into a decompos-
able graph composed of triplets according to the kinematic-
chain structure of the human body, dynamic programming
has been used to find the globally optimal solution in an
efficient manner. For each triplet of the graph a Gaussian
model of the mutual positions and velocities of the body
parts is learned. When these PDFs are composed together,
they define the joint probability density function of the en-
tire body.
Experiments done on a frame-by-frame basis indicate
that the learned probability models for triplets of body parts
are reliable, although care needs to be taken in choosing the
triplets. The method was tested on several types of motions
and has an overall label-by-label error rate of 0:7% (with-
out considering missing points), although very vigorous and
random motions of wrists were not modeled as well as the
rest of the body. The method is robust to point of view, hav-
ing good performance with variations of viewpoint up to 30
to 40 degrees from that of training. An initial extension of
the method able to handle the occurrence of missing mark-
ers (with up to one missing marker per triplet) also showed
good labeling capability, with an overall label-by-label error
rate of 2:3%.
Our model may be applied to body detection and label-
ing in markerless monocular image sequences by detecting
image features and regions using the techniques described
in [1, 9, 5, 10]. The position, motion and photometric char-
acteristics of these features and regions would be inserted
into the joint probability density function that describes the
set of ‘typical’ body postures and motions. Extensions to
the current model include training on a larger set of mo-
tions, testing different probability density functions that are
more sophisticated than the Gaussian, dealing with different
persons and different scales, extending viewpoint invariance
to 3600, enforcing certain constrains to reduce the compu-
tational cost and using a temporal model to further decrease
labeling errors.
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